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NOC
•	 ...) The reference dispatch advismili gnish to discus*

AM/1's dual role for MARL and @SILL with MILL. EPS= will
be asked for an evaluation of REDDISSO and the type and extent of
their use of him. Sams at the other points in the study will obviously
here to be handled W. Minich. Trace requests sent to COS, Gezmany,
OSS, Ices, Serlin, frankfort, Senburg, MOS produced no new information
an Subject, his es-wife and his ex-isistress.

k. To Hanish' In the view of the current case officer, EMS=
is MUM{ AMMO enough salary and expenses for bin to be able to
afford the second apartment, so we do not believe a cheek of his
fineness would be too productive--unless, of coarse, we are able to
learn the amount of his ingeses, if guy, !mall= and, by elimination,
determine if he hes other soaves of insane not previously known to
us. Ws do not know what facilities C. 	 De has for the stake-oat
and audio-surveillance roe/seated and woula appreciate your ennemnts
on theme points, as well as ease of the others raised lathe study,
the answer to which must cons from your 	 :)

3. Please note that the Readguarters file number for this operatics
has been!math, 23-6-106 category to 7h-61-0 (the old
AIME nu::::rn order tonere closely reflect the area of operational
interest.
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